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Shima:'The'International'Journal'of'Research'into'Island'Cultures' Volume"10"Number"1"2016" ;"86";" of(chance (and(luck"!(ibid:(263) (as(was(the(case(of(transporting(food(merchandise(such(as( wheat,(rye,(rice(and(fruit,(as(well(as(other(perishable(goods(like(cotton(and(silk.(Like(other( Mediterranean(cities(studied(by(Braudel((1992) , (Dalmatian(cities(led(a(complicated(life(and( this(gradually(resulted(in(developing(a(specific(economic(framework(based(on(the(system( of(relationships(with(the(surrounding(countryside(and(neighbouring(towns(or(islands.(The( traditional(state(economy(was(also(under(constant(duress(from(nearby(economic(powers.( These( developments( resulted( in( a( reVthinking( of( spatial( organisation( with( regard( to( political,(military,(religious,(and(social(life,(resulting(in(the(shift(from(being(island(cities(to( peninsular(ones.((( ( Figure(1(-Position(of(Zadar(and(Trogir(within(Croatia((Christian(Fleury,(2016) ( ( Ancient(city(and(urban(planners(used(canals(and(bridges(to(connect(islands(to(hinterlands( in( order( to( protect(invaluable( island( natural( resources( and( territoriality.( This( practice,( which(resulted(in(the(formation(of(many(of(today's(urban(peninsulas,(is(enjoying(a(revival.( Copenhagen,( for( example,( is( encouraging( the( revival( of( the( urban( core( of( the( island( city( (Desfor(and(Jørgensen,(2004) . (Canals(were(also(typical(of(Dalmatian(coastal(regions.(Using( the( notion( of( insularity,( Faričić( et( al.( (2014)! classify( islandVpeninsulas( as( both( artificial( peninsulas(and(pseudo(islands.(While(artificial(peninsulas(can(be(created(through(insular( connection(to(the(mainland(by(means(of(dykes((eg(the(islands(of(Uljanik,(Nin,!Primošten,( Rogožnica( and( Vranjić) , ( pseudo( islands( are( the( result( of( insular( connection( to( the( mainland( by( means( of( bridges.( As( a( result,( these( islands( have( lost( some( of( their( insular( characteristics,( especially( in( terms( of( transport( connections( to( the( mainland( (Mendas,( 2015) . ( Other( research( on( urban( islands( and( island( cities( is( pertinent( to( the( discussion. (
Shima:'The'International'Journal'of'Research'into'Island'Cultures' Volume"10"Number"1"2016" ;"87";" PigouVDennis( and( Grydehøj( (2014)( discuss( the( problem( of( islandisation( and( deV islandisation( in( urban( planning( in( old( European( cities( and( support( the( argument( that( "islandness(was(not(simply(designed(by(a(handful(of(decisionVmakers; (it(was(constructed,( put(into(practice,(and(maintained(over(the(course(of(centuries(by(many(thousands(of(city( residents( as( well"( (ibid:( 272) . ( This( article( examines(the(ancient(peninsula(cities(of(Trogir( and(Zadar.(Perhaps(the(closest(equivalent(to(these(cities(in(the(Mediterranean(region(are( port( cities( (Baldacchino,( 2014) , ( of( which( there( are( numerous( examples.( Elsewhere( in( Europe,( London,( Southampton,( Liverpool,( London,( and( Bristol( are( all( port( cities( with( ancient(links.(Further(south,(Gold((2016 )(gives(the(example(of(Gibraltar(and(the(influence( of(geography(and(the(contemporary(political(situation(in(creating(the(peninsula(city.(( ( The( UNESCO( initiatives( towards( restoring( medieval( urban( peninsula( city( spaces( support( the( view( that( port( and( peninsula( cities( in( the( Adriatic( Sea( had( political,( economic( and( military( value( that( city( planners( considered( when( developing( or( reVdeveloping( the( city( space.( For( example,( Trogir( enjoys( the( status( of( the( UNESCO( World( Heritage( city( and( Zadar's(Episcopal(Complex(is(being(currently(considered(for(its(nomination.(According(to( Grydehøj( (2014 The!Mediterranean!and!the!Mediterranean!World!in!the!age! of!Philip!II ((1992) . (Braudel(focuses(on(the(Venetian(Republic(and(relies(on(wellVpreserved( archives( in( Venice,( which( may( well( be( excused( by( the( fact( that( Croatia's( lesser( status( within( the( Yugoslavia's( communist( regime( (1945V1991)( effectively( suppressed( any( flourishing( of( its( intellectual( life.( Since( Croatia's( independence( in( 1998 ,( there( has( been( a( significant(revival(in(anthropological(and(archaeological(studies(of(the(medieval(Croatian( Republic.(Arguably,(the(status(of(Roman(municipalities(enabled(ancient(Zadar,(Trogir(and( other( coastal( cities( to( play( a( central( role( in( consolidating( the( political,( economic( and( communal( life( in( the( eastern( Dalmatian( region( and( consequently,( their( economic( prosperity( in( the( early( and( late( medieval( period.( Today,( this( prosperity( can( be( found( in( ancient,(urban(and(economic(traces( in(the(use(of(the(peninsula(city(urban(space.(Due(to( their(geographical(and(strategic(position,(these(were(vital(economic(spaces(for(flourishing( trade(in(the(Adriatic(Sea.(At(the(same(time,(the(connectedness(of(these(peninsulas(cities(to( the( hinterland,( whose( closeness( influenced( trade( development( from( peninsula( to( hinterland( and( vice( versa,( inevitably,( led( city( planners( to( reVthink( the( use( of( the( urban( core(in(peninsula(cities.(This(brief(prelude(gives(rise(to(two(concerns:(the(notion(of(space( and(traces.( The( term( 'historicoVeconomic'( is( consistent( with( the( Annales( School( of( History! (Stoianovic,(1976 Braudel(was(part(of(a(group(of(French(scholars(who(sought(to(infuse(an(historical(orientation(into( the( social( and( human( science( (Stoianovic,( 1976).( It( resulted( in( the( influential( journal,( Annales,! underpinned(by(the!philosophical(approach(Hemes(and(Hestia; (a(spatial(relationship(between(space( and( human( action( as( well( as( the( dialectics( between( space( and( time( (geography( and( history)( (Stoianovic,(1976) .!
Shima:'The'International'Journal'of'Research'into'Island'Cultures' Volume"10"Number"1"2016" ;"88";" method( for ( historical( economic( analysis( must( be( based( on( observations( and( systematic( comparison. 2 (That(is,(it(must(have:((i)(definition(of(a(fact(as(a(construct; ((ii)(duration(at(a( quasiVimmobile(level(of(structures(and(traditions; ((iii)(a(level(of(middle(range(duration(of( conjectures(or(periodic(cycles(of(varying(length(and((iv)(a(level(of(short(duration(of(events( with( the( full( life( cycle( (Stoianovic,( 1976:( 109) . ( To( understand( the( principles( of( the( state( economy( of( medieval( Europe,( as( Braudel( argues,( one( should( study( interactions( between( economic( and( material( life.( He( writes,( "While( economic( life( comprises( of( commerce,( its( currencies,( its( nodal( points( and( its( superior( equipment( -( great( trading( cities,( stock( exchanges( and( fairs,( material( life( signifies( the( nonVeconomy,( imprisoned( within( selfV sufficiency"( (1982:( 22) . ( Inevitably,( such( an( approach( requires( a( comparative( method 3 ( developed(by(Bloch((1953 )(which(Braudel(puts(to(test(in(the(context(of(the(preVindustrial( period(of(the(world(and(Mediterranean(history,(using(his(approach,(la!longue!durée((1981 . ( And( like( Braudel, ( I( am( interested( in( material( life( since( it( represents( everyday( life( and( happenings(and(unique(repeated(events 4 (that(eventually(become(structures. 5 (These (events,( as(Braudel(argues,(are(plastic(and(the(product(of(very(slowly(changing(or(relatively(stable( noneconomic,( natural,( cultural( as( well( as( political,( economic,( and( technological( factors.( Braudel(provides(examples(of(the(events(of(shortVterm(temporal(and(spatial(interferences( that(benefited,(for(example,(merchants(who(exploited(its(instabilities(so(to(take(calculated( risks(and(bring(situation(under(control((eg(ill(wind,(storms(or(sea(piracy(that(caused(loss(to( their(revenues) ((ibid:(223) . (Studying(everyday(material(life(involves(anecdotal(evidence(or( collections(of(little(details,(such(as,(travellers'(notes,(or(the(way(people(eat,(dress(or(lodge( at(the(different(levels(of(that(society.(These(stories(can(lead(to(a(better(understanding(of( the(contrasts(and(disparities(between(societies((Braudel,(1981) .
6 ( On(this,(Braudel(writes,("The(only(possible(method(was(observation(-(repeated(until(the(eyes(ached; ( then( a( call( for( assistance( from( different( human( sciences,( and( above( all( systematic( comparison,( the( bringing(together(the(experiences(of(the(same(nature"((1982:(22) In ( a( modest( attempt( to( address( Braudel's( shortcomings,( this( paper( explores( historicoV economic(traces(in( Zadar( and( Trogir.(I(refer(to(a('trace'(as(a(nonVlinear( or( chronological 7 ( contingent(strategy 8 (that(involves(interweaving(the(text(to(arrive(at(a(modified(present,(as( Derrida((1978 ,(1981 (argues.(I(try(to(reconstruct(the(reality(-(ancient,(urban(and(economic(-( using( the( historical( and( socioVeconomic( data.( The( notion( of( a( trace,( in( this( sense,( has( a( useful(purpose.(In(this(context,(traces(can(also(be(viewed(as(shortVterm(events,(in(Braudel's( sense.(It(is(up(to(the(actors(to(convert(these(traces((events)(into("signs"(to(create(heritage.! Signs(exhibit(themselves(as(material(life:( which!presents!itself!to!us! !and!endured.((Braudel,(1981:(560) . (( ( It(could(therefore(be(argued(that(heritage(appears(to(be(a(direct(outcome(of(the(shortVterm( events(taking(place(in(the(time(and(space(of(the(medieval(Adriatic.(The(author(shows(that( the('space'!(urban(morphology,(architecture(and(the(maritime(location)(is(a(key(factor(for( economic( prosperity.( Both( the( preVindustrial( and( present( economies( take( advantage( of( these(factors.(Therefore,(today's(time(reframes(this(space(by(displaying(the('traces'(in(a(new( narrative( and( turn( them( as( a( material( support( for( economy.( On( a( final( note,( Braudel's( method,(la!longue!durée,(looks(at(a(spatial(relationship(between(space(and(time,(this(paper( provides(an(extension(to(his(work(on(the(Mediterranean(region(by(focusing(on(peninsula( cities(in(the(Adriatic(Sea(as(an(active(unit(of(spatial(economic(analysis.(For(simplification( purposes,( one( could( view( the( peninsula( city( as( a( collective( of( the( individuals( (ie( businessmen,(traders,(artisans(and(citizens)(who(are(engaged(in(elementary(production(-( producing( and( demanding( the( goods( and( services,( which( are( circulated( within( the( communal( space( (within( the( island( and( between( other( islands( and( the( hinterland) . ( The( exchange(of(goods(exists(in(local(products((ie(olive(oil,(food,(salt(and(timber) (and(services( (ie(housing,(maritime(trade(and(shipbuilding),(and(other(local(business(services(within(the( peninsula( space( and( between( the( peninsula( and( the( hinterland( (ie( various( artisan( occupations( such( as( stonemason,( tailor( and( carpenter).( In( this( way,( I( establish( a( basic( economic(activity(needed(to(examine(the(economic(space(and(its(activities.(I(shall(examine( these(aspects(under(the(section(concerning(the(economic(traces(in(more(detail.(( The( discussion( that( ensues( is( a( conjectural( sketch( with( historicoVeconomic( traces( organised( around( three( essential( features:( i) ( ancient, ( ii)( urban( and( iii)( economic( traces.( Ancient( traces( provide( an( insight( into( the( major( historical( events( that( influenced( the( development( of( the( peninsula( cities( of( Trogir( and( Zadar( between( the( 10th( and( 16th( centuries, (that(is, (the(early(and(late(medieval(period((for(example, (before(and(during(the( occupation(by(the(Venetian(Republic).(This(is(followed(by(the(urban(traces(that(arose(as(a( Derrida(has(written(that,("This(trace(relates(no(less(to(what(is(called(the(future(than(what(is(called( the(past,(and(it(constitutes(what(is(called(the(present(by(the(very(relation(to(what(it(is(not,(to(what(it( absolutely(is(not; (that(is,(not(even(to(a(past(or(future(considered(as(a(modified(present"((1978:(394) Trace( is( a( contingent( strategy,( a( "bricolage"( for( Derrida( that( helps( him( produce( a( new( concept( of( writing( (as( opposed( to( the( Socratic( or( Saussurean( speech) , ( where,( the( "interweaving( results( in( each( 'element'(-(phoneme(or(grapheme(V(being(constituted(on(the(basis(of(the(trace(within(it(of(the(other( elements( of( the( chain( or( system.( This( interweaving,( this( textile( is( the( text( produced( only( in( the( transformation(of(another(text"((Derrida,(1981:(387V88 (detailed(chronological(review(of(medieval(Croatian(history(can(be(found(in(Budak(and( Raukar( (2006 ).( Since( the( early( and( late( medieval( period( had( a( vast( influence( on( the( contemporary( development( of( the( peninsula( cities,( this( paper( analyses( two( types( of( peninsula( cities:( the( island( of( Trogir( connected( by( bridges( to( the( hinterland( and( peninsular( Zadar's( Poluotok,( connected( by( canals( from( the( hinterland( to( the( city.( Since( bridged( islands( are( part( of( the( hinterland,( I( can( speak( of( them( as( peninsula( cities( in( the( broader( sense." Both( Trogir( and( Zadar( are( close( to( each( other( and( were( built( in( the( 4th( Century( as( part( of( the( Roman( Empire( and( given( the( status( of( city( municipalities.( Both( resisted( the( Venetian( Republic( until( the( 12th( Century( but( remained( under( its( control( for( the(next(200(years.(( Connected( to( the( mainland( by( bridges,( medieval( Trogir( city( island( lies( in( the( strait( between(the(hinterland(and(the(island(of(Čiovo.(Today,(it(is(under(the(jurisdiction(of(SplitV Dalmatia( county( and( has( a( population( of( 13,192,( of( which( 10,923( reside( in( old( Trogir( (Croatian(Bureau(for(Statistics,(2011 .! (
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Shima:'The'International'Journal'of'Research'into'Island'Cultures' Volume"10"Number"1"2016" ;"91";" Figure(2(-(Aerial(photo(of(Trogir(©(Croatian(National(Tourist(Board((nd)( Built( in( the( 3rd( and( 4th( centuries( by( Greek( nomads,( Trogir's( medieval( name( was( Tragurion.(While(within(the(Roman(Empire,(Trogir(had(the(municipality(status(Tragurium( civium(Romanorum(and(served,(alongside(Salona,(as(the(centre(of(the(Roman(province(of( Dalmatia.( The( 5th( Century( coincided( with( the( fall( of( the( Roman( Empire( and( this( meant( that( cities( began( enjoying( their( free,( independent( city( status.( The( arrival( of( Croats( in( Dalmatia(in(the(5th(Century(marked(the(beginning(of(the(Croats'(permanent(settlements( across( the( Dalmatian( coast( and( Trogir( and( the( establishment( of( the( Royal( Kingdom( of( Croatia(in(925(under(the(leadership(of(the(first(Croatian(King(Tomislav((c.(910V928)(by(the( Papal( chancellery( in( Rome.( The( 10th( Century( was( also( marked( by( a( military( invasion( by( the( Venetian( Republic 9 ( who( saw( it( as( an( opportunity( to( establish,( for( the( first( time,( a( power( base( in( south( Dalmatia.( Trogir( sought( protection( from( the( Hungarian( King( Koloman,( who( gained( political( control( in( the( region.( The ( 11th( Century( was( a( relatively( peaceful(period(and(it(was(not(until(12th(Century(that(the(Venetian(Republic(again(made( attempts( to( take( control( of( the( city( during( periods( of( war( with( Hungary.( They( finally( succeeded( in( 1420 .( Figure( 3( illustrates( the( political( and( administrative( units( of( the( Venetian(Republic.( ( Figure(3(-(Map(of(Venetian(Republic(in(1796 ((Source:(Daru([1819 )( ( The(Republic(of(Venice,(or(traditionally(known(as(the(Most(Serene(Republic(of(Venice,(existed(from( the(late(7th(Century(AD(until(1797( Under( the ( newly( gained( jurisdiction( of( the( Venetian( Republic( were( also( the( Dalmatian( cities( of( Zadar( and( Trogir( as( well( as( other( cities( held( until( 1797 .( After( the( fall( of( the( Venetian(Republic(there(was(a(short(period(of(independence(until(Napoleon(seized(control( of(the(city.(After(Napoleon,(the(Hapsburgs(took(it(under(their(wing(between(1814 (and(1914 .( After(the(First(World(War,(Trogir,(together(with(Croatia,(became(part(of(the(State(of(South( Slovenes(and(after(the(Second(World(War,(it(become(part(of(Yugoslavia.(After(the(breakV up(of(Yugoslavia(in(1991 ,(Trogir(again(become(part(of(an(independent(Croatian(Republic.( Trogir's( remarkable( example( of( urban( continuity,( including( an( orthogonal( street( pattern( dating( back( to( the( Hellenistic( period,( its( fine( Romanesque( churches,( along( with( its( outstanding( Renaissance( and( Baroque( buildings( from( the( Venetian( period,( gained( it( the( status(of(a(UNESCO(World(heritage(site(at(the(World(Heritage(Committee's(21st(\(meeting( in(Naples,(Italy,(1V6(December(1997 ."
Like (Trogir,(the(peninsula(city(of(Zadar(is(situated(on(the(hinterland(but(its(old(urban(city( centre,(Poluotok,(was(developed(on(the(peninsula.(Poluotok(was(originally(an(island(that( was(later(connected(by(canals(built(to(provide(easy(access.( ! ( Figure(4(-(Zadar's(Poluotok(©(Zadar(Tourist(Board((nd)( ( Built(in(the ( 4th(Century,(Zadar's(first(settlements(were(established(by(the(Illyrian(tribe,(the( Liburnians.(Today,(the(port(road(still(bears(this(name.(Its(first(name,(Jadera,(was(of(Roman( origin.( After( the( end( of( the( Roman( Empire,( it( changed( to( Idassa,( from( Greek( nomads'( influence.(Later,(under(the(rule(of(the(Venetian(Republic(and(Italy,(it(changed(its(name(to( Diadora,( then( Zara,( before( the( final( name( Zadar.( In( the( 5th( Century( BC( Zadar( was,( like( Trogir,( a( Roman( municipality( in( the( Mediterranean( region.( The( 10th( Century( saw( larger( permanent( settlements( of( Croats.( Zadar's( economic( prosperity( also( became( a( major( hindrance( to( the( ambitions( of( the( powerful( Venetian( Republic( in( the( Adriatic( and( Mediterranean( Seas( and( consequently,( a( major( source( of( conflict( between( the( Venetian( Republic( and( the( CroatianVHungarian( rulers.( The( period( between( the( 11th( and( 14th( centuries( was( a( 'golden( age'( for( Zadar( and( after( 1069 ( Zadar( with( other( Dalmatian( communities( came( under( the( protection( of( Croatian( King( Petar( Kresimir( IV.( After( the( death(of(King(Dmitar(Zvonimir(in(1089 control(of(the(
Shima:'The'International'Journal'of'Research'into'Island'Cultures' Volume"10"Number"1"2016" ;"93";" first( CroatianVHungarian( king, ( Koloman,( from( 1195 ( on.( In( 1202 ,( the( Crusaders( and( Venetians( conquered( the( city( during( the( Siege( of( Zadar.( The( CroatianVHungarian( King( Bela(IV(tried(to(reVestablish(political(control(over(Zadar(from(1242 (to(1247 (but(was(able(to( do( so( only( after( the( HungarianVVenetian( War( (1356V1358)( when( King( Louis( I( of( Anjou( succeeded(in(defeating(Venice(and(placed(the(city(back(under(Bela's(wing.(Encouraged(by( this,(Split(and(Trogir(also(expelled(Venetian(royals(from(their(cities(in(1357 .(Luis(drafted(a( peace( agreement,( the( Treaty( of( Zadar,( between( the( CroatianVHungarian( King( Louis( I( of( Anjou( and( the( Venetian( Republic( on( 18th( February( 1358 .( Afterwards,( the( hinterland( around( Zadar( came( under( the( control( of( the( Austrians( until( 1797 ,( then( the( French( from( 1806 ( to( 1813 ,( and( then( the( Austrians( again( until( 1918 .( Later,( Zadar( achieved( the( status( of( capital(of(the(Kingdom(of(Dalmatia(until(1919 (under(the(Treaty(of(Rapallo 10 (in(1922 (Zadar(was(annexed(to(Italy(until(the(end(of(the( Second(World(War.(After(the(war,(it(was(annexed(to(Croatia(within(the(Federal(Republic( of( Yugoslavia.( In( 1991 ,( Croatia( split( from( the( Federation( and( annexed( Zadar( back( to( the( newly(reVestablished(Republic(of(Croatia.((( For( both( Zadar( and( Trogir,( historical( circumstances,( uninterrupted( settlements,( and( Roman( municipality( status( helped( in( shaping( the( early( medieval( urban( characteristics( of( the( peninsula( cities,( giving( them( the( appearance( of( a( typical( Roman( town( (JovićVGazić,( 2012 The(Treaty(of(Rapallo(was(signed(by(Germany(and(the(Russian(Soviet(Republic(on(April(16th(1922,(as( part(of(a(plan(to(encourage(economic(recovery(after This(invaluable(engraving(from(the(second(half(of(the(15th(Century(is(stored(in(the(graphic( collection(of(the(Croatian(State(Archives.(It(illustrates(a(strategic(position(of(the(fortresses( built( within( Trogir( and( the( nearby( island( and( hinterland( and, ( thus, ( an( early( attempt( at( spatial( planning( that( includes( not( only( the( hinterland( but( also( nearby( strategically( important( islands, ( for( example, ( Čiovo.( What( can( also( be( observed( is( that( ancient( spatial( planning( did( not( only( focus( on( the( external( regional( space( of( the( nearby( hinterland( and( islands( but( also( on( internal( urban( city( space( that( was( organised( and( reVorganised( to( provide( protection( to( the( citizens( within( its( walls.( Given( the( spatioVtemporal( circumstances, (organisation(of(urban(space(was(in(the(hands(of(the(political(elite(serving( the( roles( of( both( administrative( and( military( bodies.( Early( evidence( of( the( process( of( development(of(the(urban(space(within(Trogir(is(illustrated(in(Figure( (6(-(City(plan(originating(from(1755 ((1359 ) ( ( The(above(map(from(the(17th(Century(illustrates(early(archetypal(topographic(work(related( to(the(Mediterranean(medieval(peninsula(city.(City(edges(were(walled(by(the(fortifications, ( which( were( surrounded( by( the( churches, ( squares, ( city( gates, ( towers( and( citizens'( homes.( Town(streets(were(narrow(and(organised(in(networks, (leading(to(the(churches(and(squares( in( the( middle( and( to( the( gate( towers( and( private( citizens'( homes.( They( remain( well( preserved(today, (as(seen(in(Figure( ( ( Planning( of( urban( space,( in( this( manner,( ensured( defence( and( functional( organisation( (Lučić,(1993; (Kovačić,(1998 ).(Figure(6(also(reveals(the(location(of(the(churches(within(the( urban( city( core.( Indisputably,( the( Catholic( Church( had( a( prominent( role( in( the( city's( secular( decisions( involving( the( use( of( urban( space( in( the( early( Middle( Ages.( When( the( Vatican(recognised(the(status(of(the(Royal(Kingdom(of(Croatia(in(the(year(925(under(the( lead(of(the(first(Croatian(king,(Tomislav((c.(910V929),(the(church's(influence(in(State(affairs( increased.( Its( wealth( was( generated( by( various( income( streams,( including( tax,( income( from( the( country,( legacies( and( donations.( In( support( of( this( argument,( Chevalier( (1995 (
Shima:'The'International'Journal'of'Research'into'Island'Cultures' Volume"10"Number"1"2016" ;"97";" ( ( Figure(8(-(The(extent(of(the(Catholic(Church(in(the(Dalmatian(region(in(the(medieval( period((Source:(Chevalier,(1995:(40) ( ( Benyovsky( (2006)( discusses( this( in( more( detail( while( focusing( on( the( process( of( development(urban(space.(As(Figure(9(illustrates,(the(biggest(churches(were(in(the(centre( of(Trogir(while(the(smaller(ones(were(around Figure(9(-(Cadastral(map(of(the(city(of(Trogir(in(1830((Source:(State(Archive(Split([N.D.] ) This(map(from(the(18th(Century(gives(a(glimpse(into(city(defence(planning,(including(the( location(of(the(churches(in(the(period,(which(was(determined(by(defensive(considerations( related(to(attacks(from(the(Venetian(Republic.(The(presence(of(numerous(churches,(such( as( St.( Ivan( Baptist,( St.( Martin( and( St.( Nicholas,( signalled( the( political( and( economic( influence(of(the(Catholic(Church(in(city(affairs.(It(unavoidably(led(to(rise(of(rivalry(between( city's(royalty(and(the( Church( and( in( the( early( 14th( Century,( the( city( council( managed( to( separate( political( and( secular( interests( from( the( religious.( One( could( argue( that(in(many( ways,( the( period( between( the( 10th( and( 16th( centuries( in( Trogir( marks( the( early( development( of( the( modern( organised( urban( island( city( system,( not( only( in( the( Adriatic( region(but(also(in(the(entire(Mediterranean(region((Benyovsky,(2006).(It(would(be(useful( to(discuss(how(this(development(contributed(to(the(organisation(of(space(in(more(detail; ( however,( this( is( beyond( the( scope( of( this( article( and( merits( future( research( in( this( field.( Zadar,(like(Trogir,(embraced(the(style(of(the(typical(Roman(city.(Roads(were(organised(in( networks(that(remain,(as(Figure(10(illustrates,(still(well(preserved(today As ( the( concluding( remark( on( this( section,( both( cities( experienced( uninterrupted( settlement( and( continuous( urban( planning( and( organisation( of( space.( As( the( result,( Trogir's( and( Zadar's( urban( space( is( derived( from( its( public,( private,( secular( or( religious( spaces((JovićVGazić,(2012 ).(As(such,(it(represents(one(of(the(most(valuable(early(medieval( peninsula(city(heritage(sites,(particularly(in(relation(to(urban(spatial(planning.(Urban(space( in(medieval(peninsula(cities(was(also(a(hub(of(regional(trade(and(this(is(discussed(below.! ! Economic!traces! ! Because( of( their( municipality( status,( urban( spaces( in( medieval( peninsula( cities( were( important(regional(hubs(of(economic(activities(from(the(sea(trade,(including(fisheries(and( import(and(export(from(the(regional(Mediterranean(Sea,(as(well(as(agriculture(and(farming( from( the( surrounding( hinterland.( There( was( a( concentration( of( sea( trade( in( the( eastern( Dalmatian( region( and( with( the( municipality( cities( of( Zadar( and( Trogir( playing( a( pivotal( role( as( hubs( of( trading( activities( across( the( Adriatic( Sea.( Gluščević( (1994 (
Shima:'The'International'Journal'of'Research'into'Island'Cultures' Volume"10"Number"1"2016" ;"101";" Figure(12(-(Market(in(Zadar(©(VisiCro((nd)( In( both( medieval( Zadar( and( Trogir,( markets( squares( were( usually( constructed( near( the( ports( and( were( surrounded( by( the( city( gates( that( delivered( the( goods( from( the( nearby( ports(and(hinterland.(They(were(connected(by(networks(with(the(main(streets,(city(gates( and( the( local( port.( Surrounding( the( market( were( administrative( offices( where( the( sale( deals( were( sealed( and( trade( activities( controlled( by( the( city( commune( and( authorities.( Benyovsky( (2006 )( provides( inVdepth( insight( into( the( organisation( of( the( market( place( in( medieval( Trogir,( based( on( an( extensive( analysis( of( the( historical( literature.( Such( organisation( of( the( urban( space( within( the( peninsula( cities( also( allowed( for( early( trade( censuses.(It(was(estimated(that(the(population(of(Trogir(in(the(13th(Century(was(1,500(and( in( the( 16th( Century( around( 3,000,( while( Zadar,( on( the( other( hand,( had( a( population( of( 8,000( in( the( 16th( Century( (Raukar,( 1876 ).( Madunić( (2009 ),( using( the( oldest( preserved( census(of(Dalmatian(communes,(dating(back(to(1527 ,(explores(the(structure(of(the(society( in( Zadar( in( the( 16th( Century,( including( class( groups( (ie( citizens,( plebeians,( patricians,( clergy( and( Venetian( and( military( government)( and( professional( groups( (ie( artisans,( craftsmen,(tradesmen(and(sailors).(This(later(period(is(of(interest(as(it(is(useful(to(explore( the(development(of(the(economic(activities(in(that(time.(For(example,(Table(1(provides(the( frequency(of(certain(occupations(among(the(peninsula(city(traders(or(artisans. Table(1(illustrates(an(interesting(but(typical(mixture(of(the(occupations(within(and(beyond( ancient( Mediterranean( peninsula( cities( such( as( Zadar( and( Trogir.( It( reflects( the( circumstances( driving( the( economic( prosperity( and( constant( threats( of( occupation( from( the( Venetian( Republic.( At( the( top( of( the( table,( the( most( popular( professions( were( specialists( in( shoes( and( clothes,( followed( by( the( blacksmiths,( coopers( and( shipbuilders.( Because( of( their( Roman( municipality( status( in( the( Eastern( Dalmatian( region,( Zadar( and( Trogir(had(a(strong(military,(religious(and(administrative(presence(within(their(city(walls.( It(seems(logical(that(these(groups(were(the(main(drivers(of(the(demand(for(these(trades.(As( Madunić((2009 Table( 1(-(Frequency(of(occupations(amongst(the(citizens(in(peninsula(city(Zadar(in(the(15th! Century((Source:(adapted(from(Madunić([2009] ) Table( 1(illustrates(an(interesting(but(typical(mixture(of(the(occupations(within(and(beyond( ancient( Mediterranean( peninsula( cities( such( as( Zadar( and( Trogir.( It( reflects( the( circumstances( driving( the( economic( prosperity( and( constant( threats( of( occupation( from( the( Venetian( Republic.( At( the( top( of( the( table,( the( most( popular( professions( were( specialists( in( shoes( and( clothes,( followed( by( the( blacksmiths,( coopers( and( shipbuilders.( Because( of( their( Roman( municipality( status( in( the( Eastern( Dalmatian( region,( Zadar( and( Trogir(had(a(strong(military,(religious(and(administrative(presence(within(their(city(walls.( It(seems(logical(that(these(groups(were(the(main(drivers(of(the(demand(for(these(trades.(As( Madunić((2009)(argues,(Blacksmiths'(professional(skills(were(necessary(for(the(production( of( weapons.( Moving( down( the( table,( we( can( see( that( bakers( and( butchers( were( also( in( demand( and( that( this( is( consistent( with( the( population( size( at( the( time.( There( are( also( groups( of( artisans( that( specialised( in( leather( and( tool( production( and( their( presence( is( consistent( with( the( residing( groups( of( the( population.( The( thriving( maritime( industry( needed(all(sort(of(artisans,(from(the(shipbuilder,(carpenter(and(builder(to(food(artisans,(as( 
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Shima:'The'International'Journal'of'Research'into'Island'Cultures' Volume"10"Number"1"2016" ;"103";" Table( 1( suggests.( With( the( sea( trade( orchestrated( within( the( market( squares, ( the( fishing( industry(was(particularly(dominant, (hence(the(need(to(include(this(group(separately.( Table( 2(-(Maritime(occupations(in(Zadar(in((15th(Century((adapted(from(Madunić([2009] ) ( In ( Table( 2 , ( the( number( of( sailors( exceeds( all( other( occupations( but( this( seems( to( be( a( balanced( figure, ( given( the( demand( for( and( current( sea( trade( activities( not( only( in( the( eastern(Dalmatian(region(but(in(the(whole(of(the(Adriatic(Sea.(Goods(carrier(jobs(were(also( in( demand( for( the( transfer( of( goods( to( and( from( the( ships.( The( fishing( trade, ( given( the( proximity(of(Zadar(to(the(sea, (supplied(the(city(with(the(fish(stock(that(formed(a(balanced( diet(for(the(Adriatic(Sea(population, (including(coastal(cities(and(nearby(island(populations, ( while(boatmen(were(in(demand(by(ships.(Tables(1(and(2(provide(a(useful(overview(of(the( demand( and( supply( for( city( trade( and( maritime( occupations( that( developed( out( of( the( peninsula( city( trading( activities.( Such( a( variety( of( artisan( trades( are( clear( signs( of( the( economic(prosperity(in(the(early(medieval(period(in(the(Adriatic(Sea.(This, (and(subsequent( periods( dominated( by( the( occupation( of( the( Venetian( Republic( have, ( consequently, ( provided( solid( foundations( for( a( modern( peninsula( city( spatial( planning.( In( the( newly( founded( independent( Republic( of( Croatia, ( the( Dalmatian( region( is( again( prospering.( Ancient, ( urban( and( economic( traces( of( today's( peninsula( cities( such( as( Zadar( and( Trogir( undoubtedly( still( influence( today's( economy( in( the( Dalmation( region, ( as( illustrated( in (  Table(3 (of( Croatia( 49,230( 100.0( 11,530( 100.0( Zadar(County( 1,565( 3.2( 9,147( 79.3( SplitVDalmatia(( County( 4,012( 8.1( 8,818( 76.5( ( Table(3(-(GDP(and(GDP(per(capita(for(the(Republic(of(Croatia,(at(NUTS(2(Level(and(by( counties(2012.((Source:(Croatian(Bureau(of(Statistics([N.D.] (Currencies(were(converted(using(the(values(at(the(time(of(publishing, (e.g.(1€(=(1.12(USD.! 
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